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Power takeoff shafts are an everyday danger to producers in the agricultural
industry. The powerful haft, assembled on the rear of the tractor, can revolve at
I040 revolutions per minute and ha the ability to propel important agriculture

machine attachments or injure a producer. ln many instances, the instruments dire
encounters leave producer with amputated limbs or can even result in death. The
focus of the re earch w ill present information that will cla ify the danger w ne and
hazards that can be eliminated when interacting with the power takeoff. The research
consisted of observating agricultural producers in day-to-day activities to determine if
there were perils that agricultural producers create for themselves. It was obviou
that producers are ometimes impatient and do not follow afety guidelines, thus
cau ing many of the accidents that occur.
The research concluded that a danger zone could bee tablished to deter
producers from interacting with the power takeoff out ide of the safety plane. The
plane can save the life of the producer and decrea e injurie that are a result of power
takeoff accident . Also, the hazards that were li nked with the power takeoff can only
be completely eliminated when the producer becomes more educated of the dangers
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pre ent when working w ith the in trumenl. The mechanic and power that
accumulated from the power takeoff, or PTO, do not allow the olution to be a
mechan ical i ue. The PTO i a powerful piece of equipment. So powerful in fact,
that in the allempt to hall the haft, it would render uch damage to the producer or
the machinery it propelled. The problem could not be re olved by the mean of
mechanical device or new design. It mu t be re olved by the increa ed awarene
the ri k that occur for prod ucer when they work with the PTO.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIO
The new innovation in the agriculture industry continue to help the indu try
grow. The machinery in th i indu try, e pecially the tractor, i vital in the daily work
of agricultural producer (John Deere, 2004). Yet it i thi

ame machinery that

continue to cau e di abling injurie and fatalitie at an a tonishing rate.

ationally,

48% of the di abling injuries and fatalities on the workforce are cau ed by tractor
accidents, many of which could be prevented (Heald, 2000). The tractor, it elf i not
the origin of the problem when the equipment i properly operated and i

afe. The

majority of injurie and fatalitie accumulate from rollover, runover, and power
takeoff haft accident (Snyder, 2003). When machine operator utilize a trict focu
injuries can be prevented , especiall y in the case of power take off shaft (PTO)
accidents (Iowa State Exten ion, 2002).
In effort to addre

safety concern., a variety of mechanism can be in talled

on tractors to prevent the injurie or death of agricultural producer . Safety
tandard for tractor have been updated with rollover protection sy tern , global
po itioning ystem, and hield guards alike, but there i

till a need to improve

condition of pre ent hazard fo r the future (John Deere, 2004). Although hield
have been in taJJed there have tiJI been numerous case with and without the shields
fro m entanglement in the power takeoff.
Evidentl y, more precaution are needed to protect agricultural producer than
in the past. Though the ta ks they pe1fo rm are not con idered dangerou , they are

continuously at risk for potential hazards. These hazard present them elve in many
different form such as: rollovers, hear points, pinch points, and cru h point . There
are o ther machine hazards that occur from working with such equipment a augers ,
shear , chain drive , or hitch points o n the tractor ( Bean, 2002). Some of the no nmachfoery ailment that occur include: re pirato ry diseases, pesticide toxicity,
cancer, musculoskeletal yndromes, and noise-ind uced hearing loss. Each of these
ailments are hazard that lowly show affects. Unfortunately, the routine ta k from
working with fertilizer , pesticides, natural eleme nt , and heavy lifting, po e many
hazards just as harmful as major tasks; but these task do no t demand producer '
complete concentratio n to be accomplished.

GENERAL AREA OF CONCERN
The PTO presents numerous hazards fro m the PTO driveline , stub, hear
pin , bolts, bearings, and unshie lded hafts (Murphy, 2002). The famil iarity of
repetitive work such as running a feed g rinder eve ryday can cause the agricultural
producer to become extremely comfortable around the equipme nt and neglect
appropriate safety step . For instance, the producer casually may step over the
running PTO shaft in tead o f walking around the entire machine or may touch the
tub while it i rotating. A lot of these accidents faced by the producer are a result of
un afe behavior on their part (Goetsch, 1996). Ye t to agricultural producers, farmi ng
i a lifestyle, not just an occupatio n, so work is sometime hand led with less regard
for safety rule . Farming consists of planting, tilling, and harve ting along with
several o ther task. needed to produce an agricu ltural product. As a result, there are
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many ri k an agricu ltural producer may encounter everyday when interacting with
the PTO. Thi i primarily when the producer i. hitching and unhitching equipment
uch a an auger or chipper, to the PTO haft. In order to reduce the ri k of the
danger the PTO haft pre ent , it may be nece sary to in ert a new di connect witch
to cut off the engine and di engage the PTO haft. A afety device uch as thi could
help the producer by reducing the load of information they need to remember to do
while farmjng.

SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
In the chao that occur during the planting and harve ting eason the
agricultural producer hould maintain a high level of alertne

around all equipment

and machinery. There are re triction on industrial farm , but there are no re triction
placed on how individual agricultural producers complete their everyday work. It i
nece ary to manufacture , afer machinery, which increase awarene

and afety by

de ign. There are many hazard that are involved with farming, e pecially when
dealing with power take-off hafts. Simple alteration. to the machinery can ave
agricultural producer and their loved ones much.

Thi re earch wi ll en ure that

agricultural producer can improve their afety in the workplace. It is unequivocal
that producer are in a high ri k profe ion when over a fourth of the injurie that
occur each year are from their profe sion (Smith, 1998). Thi numerical value i vital
when the producer account for les. than ten percent of the entire workforce. Thj
attribute establi hes rea on to i nvestigate the peril that the producer run into when
u ing the power takeoff haft.
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Case from interviews o f agricultural producer will be discu ed in much
further detail later in thi re earch. Que tions from the e interv iew and accident
will allow the agricultural producer to . ee how the e accidents could have been
prevented and what hazard can be eliminated by u ing basic afety guideline .
The e question can be read in Append ix C.

TATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpo e of thi re earch i toe tab Ii h pre ent hazard that agricultural
producer are ubject to in their daily interaction with the power takeoff haft. It is
nece ary to ob erve producers while working with the power takeoff haft, which
will allow the re earcher to addres how hazards can be hand led in the future. The e
ob ervations of machine and human interaction will al o be taken into account to
determine the danger zone. By defining the danger zone it will enable further
re earch to implement uch device as a cut off witch, remote acce , and/or laser
implementation to eliminate any mi hap. The engineer can then identify the exact
location of the witch, o in the event of an emergency, the witch will be within arms
reach of the operator. The newer model of tractor have witche located in the rear
of the tractor for the lift arm (Ma ey Fergu on, 2002). Thi innovation invite a
good junction ·ite for the in ertion of another switch that would allow an indi vidual
the option to turn off the power takeo ff shaft from the rear of the tractor. The tatic
witch i a good olution, but incl uding remOle acce · to the PTO would provide an
alternative solution. In case one of the proposed device malfunction , it would be
beneficial to have the other mechani m.
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Pre ently, there are everal safety dev ice that are being u ed for the PTO
haft. There are hield and guards for the shaft and the driveline to prevent inj ury
and death of the operator. Although the e safety features are in place, they do not
provide the nece ary implementation to reduce the number of injurie or fatalities to
zero. A

tated by Heald in 2000, "The emphasi in farm afety is now a goal of zero

injurie. and death nationwide." However, the current safety features do not provide
for thi . There wa also a tudy conducted by Minnesota Exten ion in 1994, the
article Sensor Eva/11atio11 for H11111a11 Presence Detection, deal with the PTO and
human interaction. The tudy le. ts en or for the awarene

of human pre ence,

which i. ba ical ly a motion detector. No further progress ha been made with that
particular anal ysi s ince 1997; the group is awaiting funding from indu try
manufacturer as well a other ource (Shut ke, 2004). Thi re earch highlight one
of the element that could be u ed in combination with other element to find a fullproof solution. However, it i. hi ghly unlikel y that one specific element w ill el iminate

all hazard concerning the PTO.
A

tated earlier, there arc numerous peril Lo the operator when interacting

with the PTO. For what eems to be an in finite problem with the PTO, there i a
combination of element that will provide a way to addre s the i ue. The power
takeoff i a powerful machine. lt ha. an output of 16 HP or more and continue to
rotate everal revolution once the mechanism has been turned off (Murphy, 2004).
The PTO ha potential energy to perform ta. ks that could take day. without it a a
re ource, but a greater i ue w ith the PTO occur from the easy acce s to the rotating
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apparatu . ft i evident that a danger zane must be identified fo r the agricultural
producer o that the producer will not have to depend on such devices a
guard in the future to prevent an accident. The e device
if they are kept out ide the danger ~one the device

hield and

hould not be removed, but

hould not facto r into the

situation.
There are everal que tions that need to be an wered in thi research in
regard to the hazard of the PTO:

I). What area i the danger zone when interacting

with the PTO? 2). How does the agricullural producer place him elf in hazardou
condition when working with the PTO? 3). In w hat in tance doe the agricu ltural
producer get off the tractor and leave the power take off haft engaged? 4). What are
the known hazard for the agricultural producer when they interact with the PTO?
5). Are hazardou procedures used when working around the PTO? 6) What can be
done to fore ee that the e hazard are averted in the future? An wcring the e
que tion w ill allow u to determine change. necessary Lo prevent the agricultural
producer from injury or death u ing thi application. How can we really implify
afety features to protect the agricultural producer not only from the tractor, but al o
from them e lves? Once the e question are answered, the re ulting propo ed
improvement in equipment o r procedure. Lo reduce or e liminate hazard when u ing
thi applicatio n, w ill en ure improvement in PTO safety.
A reduction in human error i an ob tacle the agricultural producer continue
to encou nter when they perform task around the power takeoff haft, but there is a
logical o lution to aid them when a mi judgment is made (Goel ch, 1996). There will
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alway be human error in any given ituation, till there are a number of econdary
factor that play a ro le in PTO accident . Some secondary factors to take into
conside ration are debris, spilled grain, muddy, icy, or other covered surfaces that
could cause the producer to fall into the PTO such a the grind feeder een in Figure
1, page 16 (Iowa S tate Exten ion Web, 2002). Also, there are guideline that tel1 the
producer to not wear loo e-fitting clothing, o that the material doe not have the
opportunity to get tangled in the power takeoff haft. Yet, they still continue to wear
loose clothing even though they are aware of the con equences that are present. 1n
the Occupational Safety & Health Admi ni tration (OS HA) handbook, afety
guidelines are tated in Heinrich ' Ax ioms of Industrial Safety, which indicate
people u ing unsafe behaviors can help lo identify ome of the solutions to the
problems (Goet ch, 1996).
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Figure 1. A
the 1996.

ew Holland feed grinder in which an interviewee's accident occurred in

For in Lance, in M ay 2004, E. S. u pended a bu h hog in mid ai r only by the upport
of a chain to the machinery. While thi piece of machinery wa su pended in midair,
he worked on it hammering and jo ti ing it, but it i common knowledge to place a
block, al o known a

catching it, when perform ing thi kind of procedure (Mi ke

Goad Engineer). Thi exemplifie the Human Factor Theory in Figure 2, page 17
(Goet ch, 1996). Many agricultural producers take hortcut when performing tasks
to ave time, or they do not adhere to the guideline that are in place for their
protection.

Human Factor
Theory
Inappropri ate
Re pone

Overload
•

•

Environmental
factor
(noi e)
Internal Factor
(per onal or

•

•

Ire )

•

Situational
(unclear
in tructions)

•

Detect hazard
but not
correcting ii
Removing afeguard from
machinery
Ignoring safety

Inappropriate
Activitie
•
•

Performing ta. ks
without training
Mi judging the
degree of ri k
that i involved

Figure 2. A depiction of the Human Factor Theory in detail of the inappropriate
re pon e , inappropriate activite , and overload environmental factors. The e are
probable cau e for the reason why ome accident occur.
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Some other afety advancements for machinery, like the lawn mower, now
include a witch that turn off the engine once the dri ver has vacated his seat. l s there
a mechani m th at we should add lo the tractor to do this automaticall y for the
producer, or i this an inconvenience? In order to an wer the e important que tion , it
is neces ary to investigate these issues by field ob ervation.
The field observation i the primary method to be utilized, as stated by
Schindler, " Ob ervation i the only method avai Iable to gather cert ain types of
in formation. The tudy of records, mechanical proce es, and young children, as well
a otherinarticulatesubject fall into th i category."(Sch indler,2001). The
di fficultie that come with ob ervati on are unlimited, especially, when dealing wi th
machine or mechanical interaction with a human being. An advantage of ob ervation
prevent the observer from beco ming bia ed by taking in the events that occur
wi thout having to interact with the subject. Field ob ervation allows the researcher to
co llect data as it occurs and the i ncident they want to take place may happen in their
pre ence. The re earcher can always gather that events may occur, but the cientific
method it elf state after a hypothe is i stated the appropriate lep mu t be taken to
en ure that the result is assumed by a determinant cause or cause . As stated by
Byrne' book, " This final re ult i therefore dependent on, contingent on, everythi ng
that came before-the unera eable and determ ining ignature of hi tory." (Byrne,
2002). Therefore, to interpret any qu antitati ve or qualitati ve data it is nece ·sary to
ensure the collection of the data by ob ervation, becau e the event can onI y be
produced under condition and circumstance research ha yet to find.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
I . ASAE-American Society of Agricultural Engineers is an educational and
scientific organization dedicated to the advancement of engineering applicab le
to agricultural, food, and biological systems
2. At cost-can be defi ned as omething that it is purchased for the price to
manu factu re and the shipping
3. B ypas start switch-the mechanism that prevents the agricultural producer
from starting the tractor at ground level instead of the dri ver's seat.
4. Disconnect sw itch-in a power y tern, a switch used for closing, opening, or
changing the connecti ons in a circui t or system or for purposes of isolation.

Note: It has no interrupting rating and is intended to be operated onl y after the
circuit ha been opened by some other means, such a by a circuit breaker or
variable tran former.
5. OSHA -Occupational Safety & Health Administration which enforces the
bylaws to save li ves, prevent injuries and protect the health of America's
worker . To accomplish thi , federal and state governments work i n
partnership.
6. Power takeoff (PTO) -a mechanism located in the rear of the tractor that is
u ed to rotate and engage equipment located at a poi nt above the drawbar.
7. Rollover protection system (ROPS)-a 90° bar used along with the seatbelt to
confine the u er within the parameters in the event of an overturn.

8. Run-over-accidents occur when the agricultura l producer i trodden or
trampled by the tractor.
9. Sen or's output -when a given point of input ignal i approached from the
oppo ite direction
I 0. Time & motion-the study of motions used to perform tasks and make

improvement in those motions for efficiency or health purpo e .
11. Per onal protective equipment (PPE)-equipment such a ma ks or clothing
garment to protect the producer when using chemical s and machinery
12. Hazard-a condition with potential of cau ing injury to per onnel, damage to
equipment or tructure , lo

of material, or le ening of ability to perform a

pre cribed function.
13. Hei nrich's Domino Theo ry-injuri e are caused by action of preceding factor
and removal of a hazardous condition that negates the action of the preceding
factor thu prevent accidents and injuries

14.

ational Safety Council (NSC)- ational Safety Council i a membership
organization with re ource on safety, health and environmental topics,
trai ning, products and publicati on

15.

oi e/inten ity-the magn itude or quantity of the sen ation. Intensity mea ure
the degree of the sen or and the object ( ignal strength)

16. Human Error Analysi (HEA)-used to predict error and not a an after-the-fact
proce
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17. Hazard An al ysis-a systematic process for identifying hazards and
recommending correcti ve action.
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ASSUMPTIONS
The most important factor in thi re earch i to conduct a hazard analysi of
the agricultural u e of the power takeoff shaft. I t i evident that agricultural
producer are aware of potential hazard pre ent while working wi th the PTO shaft.
They know working with th is equipment can cau e bodi ly harm or even death.
Re earch i needed to determine additional procedural method to reduce and/or
el iminate potential hazard and prevent injurie or death in the event of an accident.

It i the respon ibility of the agricultural producer to di engage the shaft once
he or he ha left the operating eat when it is not in use. The emergency brake
hould be pulled and the engine turned off. The A merican Society of A gricultural
Engineer or ASAE help producers by enforcing restriction on manufacturers in
regard to ba ic design of tractors, such as the dimensions of the PTO shaft.
M anufacturer ' can place their own signaLUre on the tractor by co lor and other
acce orie that are optional for purcha e to the producer (Baker, 1999).

LIMITATIONS
There are numerou limitations that wil l be presented in doing thi re earch.
Ob ervation will be limited to a mall ample of agricultural producers and their
interaction with the tractor. The ob ervation hour. will not all ow the re earcher to
take into account every ca e bec au se the different producers that wi ll be ob erved
have their own et of procedure for farming. The incidents that need to be ob erved
are not predictable in theory of when and where they will occur. The weather will
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place ome restrictions on the time the producer wi ll be able to perform work that
particular eason.
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CH A PTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATU RE
Although there have been many improvemen t in the agricultural industry,
there are many injuries and deaths that could be prevenled. There have been everal
revolutionary safet y tandards established in the past 50 years. Although agricultural
producer account for a mere 8% of the labor indu stry, their injuri es and fatalities
account for 29% of the total workforce injuries and fatalities in the U .S. (Smith,
I 998). In thi phy icall y demanding occupation, which contains many safety issues,
fatigue and old machinery ometime play a part in the death o f agricultural
producers. The equipment is useful, but the slightest mistake w ith such a massi ve
piece of equipment could re ult in detrimental consequences, see Appendix I .
Technology can be used to simpli fy ome of these monotonou dangers.
Engineer have not done all that they can do to prevent harm in the agriculture
industry. The average producer takes the afety feature engineers create and
overrides them to do what they want. If engineers have the credentials needed to
manufacture, develop, and design this type of equipment then they need to ensure
the e features cannot be altered when it comes to safety (Goet ch, 1996). There has
been a Minnesota Extension study that evaluated human-interaction with the power
takeoff shaft, but it did not give a solution to prevent accidents using the PTO. There
is an area that is referred to as the protection area seen in Fi gure 3 below, which i
defi ned as the zone from the outer surfaces of the tractor's rear wheels extending
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from the rear surface o f the front face of the equipment attached to the PTO (Shutske,

2002).
Figure 3. A depiction of the tractor and an additional acce ory stating the protection
area between the rear of the tractor and the attachment that is hitched to iL

• ,I

:J

Courtesy of University of Minnesota
This re earch, in ome a pect , begins to aide in the defining of the danger zone. The
research does assess i f there was a pa

or false alarm of a human near the PTO. Yet,

researchers have not propo ed what to do w ith the computerized system they have
equipped with the en ors. The problem pre ent i the producer is alway in this

protection area while working with the PTO. Even though there is a protection area,
when is it safe to ay it i a danger or hazard and the mechan ism needs to be turned
off? The device cannot be shutdown in every instance the producer walk pa t that

protection area. B y defining the danger zone it enables the researcher to narrow the
area that will be con. idered not only a hazard, but the when PTO is a danger to them.
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Even though tudie like the human detection sen or are in proces , the
tati tic regarding injurie and death are devastating to the agricu lture indu try. The
occupation is not limited to machinery hazard alone, but there are other ailment that
cau e ham, to the agricultural producer. Other vul nerabilitie that di able agricultural
producer are respiratory di ea e from fertili zer and pesticide . In addition to the
re piratory di ea e , fertilizer can also cau e kin irritation or dermatiti (Snyder,
2003). Per onal protection equipment (PPE) and long leeve clothing when
administering the chemical can prevent ome of the e condition . Another health
i sue that agricu ltural producer may encounter could be the lo

of hearing a a re ult

from the loud machinery u ed, but most agricultural producer are beginning to wear
ear protection (Snyder, 2003). Yet, none of the prev iou Ii ted i ue cause acute or
chronic injurie the way that tractor accidents involving the power takeoff haft doe .

ECONOMICS
Sometimes for producer safety doe not appear to be in the forefront of their
mind when it come to the price of sav ing time or money. Agricultural producers
have a tendency to take hortcuts, which in that respect they are l ike an infant that
doe not fear anything. Farming accident account for 265,000 re tricted workday
and 11 ,000 lo t-time injurie (Brandon, 2003). These accident prevent efficiency of
production when a laborer i lo t. I t al o pre ent the need of a new worker that mu t
be trained, which wil l cau e efficiency to decrea e. Thi endle s cycle regarding the
agricultural indu try ha

ub tantial co t . In t 999 alone, $4.5 billi on wa the

estimated co t of agricultu ral related accident , totaling 130,000 injurie ( Baker,
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1999). Since the installation of the cab and rol lover protection systems there has
been a decline in the total number of fatal tractor accident in the 1990 (Kir ti,
2003). T hat i approximately $35,000 per accident, which is 184% more than the
average producer net ca, h farm income in 2002
httlp://www.na5s.u da.gov/censu /census02/quid .fact /averagefarm.htm.

Table 3
A verage Farm: 2002

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In formation

Value

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Average Size Farm (acres)
Average Total Value of Sales and Government Payment
Average Net Cash Farm Income
A verage Age of Principal Operator
A verage Year on Pre ent Farm for Principal Operator

44 1
$97,320
$ 19,032
55.3
20.7

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Table 3 and Table 4 reveal the income ba, ed upon the Economic clas and average
farm in 2002 een below. It is al o ev ident that a number of producers hold another
occupation part-ti me or full -time; therefore, farming i not their only ource of
income. This could also account for the acciden t rate on corporate farm being lower
than non-corporate farm . Of cour e, the corporate farm are liable for their workers,
which would be another reason that the rate are lower. Based on the number
pre ented in Table 3, producers need to real ize they are losing profit.. It i nece ary
for agricultural producer to replace item like the shield and guard for their power
takeoff hafts.
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Table 4
et Ca ·h Farm Income: 2002
et Ca h Farm Income

Average per

Farm
Economic Clas

Farm

Le than $ 1,000
$ 1,000 to $2,499
$2,500 to $4,999
5,000 to $9,999
I0,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to 49,999
50,000 to $99,999
$ I 00,000 to $249,999
$250,000 to $499,999
500,000 to $999,999
1,000,000 or more

419,033
317,514
243,873
247,570
274,951
162,426
140,850
162,286
85,387
44,988
29,862

(thou ands of dollar )

-2,985,544
- 1,20 1,277
-786,205
-626,833
-59,827
836,544
2,070,497
6,466,265
7,836,611
8, 111 ,856
20,853,970

(dollar )

-7,130
-3,783
-3,244
-2,532
-2 18
5,150
14,700
39,845
91 ,778
180,312
698,345

Economic clas include total value of ale and government payment .
ln mo t ca e. , afety de ign mea ure need to be taken that will prevent the
operator a choice when u ing afety devices. The PTO guard has a maximum value
of 200 dollar to purcha ·e, which i le s than a hospital bill (Shutske, 1998). Guards
and hield are very inexpcn ive, but the replacement are normally seen a tedious
and a forgetful task until ome un fore een acciden t takes place.

AFETY STANDARDS
The

ational Safety Council, or the

SC, ha. made numerou effort in the

past 50 year to prevent death and injuries in the indu try. In the 1960 a rollover
protection structure was designed to limit up ets of a tractor to 90 degree , which
would protect the operator in up et that exceed the 90 degree ( Baker, 1999). ln

1967 the American Society of Agricultural Engineer , or ASAE. publi hed the
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standard and introduced it on John Deere tractors (Deere, 200 I ). John Deere al ong
with M a ey Fergu on ha, j oi ned forces in efforts to push afety i ue to the
forefront of the agriculture indu try.
In 2003 the

SC declared September 2 1-27 a·

ational Farm Safety & Health

week, which can be found on their web ite at http://www.m,c.org. The week i u ed
to in form agricultural producer and young children of the everyday safety is ue
such as: no additional rider on tractors, seat belt use, reduce peed when turning,
and other vital a peel for the agricultural indu try. The date for this program have
been et in place through 2005.
The agriculture indu try employ 3.5 million people and it remains to be seen
that in 2003 the agriculture indu try i con idered one of the mo t dangerou
occupation (Smith, 1998). Technology continue to elevate the tool in every
indu try. but there are many hazardou condition the average producer must endure
that have not yet been addre sed or remedied. Producer. ' li velihood is threatened by
the daily u e of machinery; they continue to work more hour than the average
worker.
Although, recent studie show that there ha been an increase in safety
awarene s for farm safety, the injuries and death toll are still taggering. Nationally,
a hundred children under the age of twenty die annuall y re ulting from on-the-farm
accident , half of tho e death involve the use of the tractor in ome a peel (Muzzi,
2003). Each year four out of every ten thou and agricultural producer are killed in
addition to the one hundred forty thou and di abling accident that occur in the
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farming industry each year (Smith, 1998). The N ational Safety Council tated that
tractor-related fatalitie account for more than 5 I % of deaths in the agriculture
industry (Baker, 1999). In addition, two out of every five accidents that occur
in vol ve the use of a tractor. This number does not onl y consider tractors, but
chemicals, car , fal ls, and many other hazards alike. Everyday fi ve hundred workers
suffer disabling work injuries in the farming industry (Snyder, 2003). At the state
level, Kentucky, Georgia, and Mi ssissippi for example, tractors continue to be the
leading cause o f farm deaths (Thomas, 2003).
ln 1987 agricultural producers numbered 4,986,000, in 1988 there was a
decrea e to 4,95 1,000 (National M ortality D ata, 1950- I 997). The most prevalent
piece of equipment, the tractor, ha an 80 HP engine and has the ability to push, pull,
or carry a workload. It is also the same machinery that causes the most injuries and
fatalities. It is such a powerful machine that in a split second a life can be taken
(Farm Safety Just 4 Kids, 2003). A tudy of fatal farm injuries nationally shows that
35.6% of injuries are caused by machinery. As stated earlier, 40% of deaths occur
wi th the use of a tractor; therefore, approximatel.y 18% of fatal farm inj uries are due
to tractors. 1n a study, 4% of farm deaths were caused by PTO related acc idents,
which does not include injuries by part of the machinery (Skrom me, J988). PTO
deaths total only 4% of all farm deaths, if that number is broken down little by little
the number can eventually be eliminated (Goetsch, 1996). I t is the goal of this
research to elim inate hazards by targeting the source. It wi ll not address all
agricultural problem , but it is a procedure to eliminate them one at a time.
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There are alterations needed from technology to en ure the livelihood of
agricu ltural producer , e pecially ince most family farm are not ubject to the
formal afety regulation that larger corporate farm face (Shut ke, 1998). Since
there i no enforcement on family farm the majority of accident are a direct re ult
from the lack of regulation and tandard u ed. Thi place a train on the indu try
to move regulation over to the individual agricu ltural producer and not ju t larger
farm corporation . The three E' of afety come to mind: engi neering, education,
and enforcement. When looking at the agriculture industry, the engineering and
education aspects continue to improve daily, but enforcement is a major i sue that
need to be addre ed in the indu try (Goel ch, 1996).
Stre

al o play a part in safety for the producer. Some of the ituation that

producers may deal with include weather, use of harmful chemical , machinery
breakdown , and crop yield uncertainty ( Bean, 1997). The e ituation do not
compri e what a normal fam ily life already includes without the added tre
farming.

from

Stres increa es the potential for an accident or injury due to economic

and/or emotional tre ors that di tract them (Shut ke, 1998). Since the producer is
not olely focu ·ed on the ta k at hand, stre s pre ent another ob tacle. For example,
a producer stated that hi mind was o preoccupied during a harvest sea on that he
wa in a trance and found him elf on top of a combine' corn header trying to unplug
it with the header till engaged and the engine running (Shut ke, 1998).
In addition to tre , fatigue aJ o plays a major part in the accidents or injuries
that occu r while working on the fam,. ln the height of the agriculture ea on farmers
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can work up to I 00 hour per week for con ecuti ve week (Shut ke, 1998). In an
in tance when a producer has become overwhelmed wi th tress and fatigue, it is as
perilous as a plane that has ran out of fuel.

THE HISTORY OF THE POWER TAKE-OFF SHAFT

Figure 4. A pictorial of a corn picker, an interviewee' fingers were amputated when
entangled in the machi ne.

The power takeoff haft i used to dri ve uch field mach ines a hay baler . corn
picker , and other as well. (The

ew ldea corn picker can be seen above in Figure

4.) The innovation of the PTO shaft occurred in 1904 and wa placed in the front of
the tractor. Finally in 1906 a man named, Gougis, repo itioned the PTO shaft to the
rear of the tractor a is it locati on today. Some of the newer model have a PTO
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shaft located in the front and rear of the tractor (John D eere, 2004). Although thi
wa done in 1908, the idea was not accepted until 19 18 when International Harvest
ran the new feature on their tractor . It coincided with the grain binder. A the PTO
continued to advance in 1946 it became known as the " Li ve PTO", w hich means
when the tractor stopped forward motion, it continued to rotate at its high rate of
speed (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2004). This was seen as a vast improvement,
becau e the machine did not become clogged and time was saved.

Figure 5. T he different gear shifts shown of the engine PTO and ground PTO.

Courtesy of Ford M otor Co.
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FUNCTION OF THE POWER TAKEOFF SHAFT
The functi on of the power takeoff shafL is important to the everyday work of
the agricultural producer. The PTO shaft i used along with gears to transmit power
from the transmission gear , (Figure 5), output to the shaft and sprockets that tran mit
a torque to the attached piece of equipment. The shaft is utili zed as a tool to propel
power that rotates at peed of 540 rpm to I 000 rpm (Murphy, 2002). In most cases
the shaft rotates in a clockwise direction for standard purpose , but it can be adjusted
to rotate counterclockwi e. An important factor about the PTO shaft is that it is used
and coincides with the engine, but it is does not completely stop when the engine is
turned off. The force used to rotate blades, augers, belts, and/or other accessorie that
the PTO control, slows down just as a ceiling fan does when it is turned off.
However, agriculture machinery can do much more damage from the power that is
generated. The power takeoff no longer has to coincide with the engine, which has
changed from older model . Previously, the power takeoff shaft did disengage when
the engine was cut off. So the tractor had separate clutche that were used to start and
stop the engine and power takeoff shaft (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2004). This model
can be seen in Figure 6: The power takeoff peed of I 000 ±25 rpm from the earlier
date hafts in the 1950s has more power w ith a higher shaft peed. The PTO is a very
powerful machine, which can have one to three j oints, (Figure 7) (John Deere, 2004).
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Figure 6. The PTO L engaged and disengaged by the clutch on the tractor. I n the
diagram the tran mi ions operation, tatu can al o be seen.

CLUTCH PEDAL IN UP POSITION

CLUlCH PEDAL HAlf WAY DOWN

lUlCH PEDAL All HE WAY DOWN

◄

CENTEa
DRIVE PLATE

.,: i'

Courtesy of Ford M otor Co.

The PTO can be connected to the engine directly or indirectl y. If it is connected
directly to the engine, the user can top forward motion without stopping the
equipment being operated by the PTO.
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Implement driven shaft

Hitch point

Bearing pedestal pivots
about this point and is
adjustable vertically
Courte y of Ford M otor Co.

Figure 7. A detailed drawing of the hitch points in the rear of the tractor.

A a re ult, there are two clutche , the fir t to di engage the power train and the
econd clutch i u ed in relation to the tran mission (Goet ch, 1996). When the PTO
i controlled by the tran mi sion a vital element is it relation hip with the throttle,
which control the peed of the PTO. Tn order to di engage or engage the
tran mi ion, a counter haft is utilized. The output power from the PTO i so
enormou when it i abu ed it i detrimental to anyone operating the equipment.
The power takeoff haft un hielded or maneuvered inaccurately can re ult in
nagged clothi ng along with amputation of a limb or even death. In a hort time, the
power takeoff haft can cau ·ea eriou accident w ith a haft that rotate at 540 to
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1000 revolution per minute. A video entilled, Fann Safety, depicted farm life with
three fami lie and how they dealt with the issue of everyday afety with their younger
and older chi ldren. Shortly after the fi lming of this video, one of the children lost a
limb in an accident with the power takeoff shaft. The power from the shaft can
entangle, tear, and kill the victim it ha within it · gra p.
A lthough the PTO can be di engaged from the cab, mo t i njurie occur when
the operator leave the " L ive PTO" functioning once they have left their seat in the
cab. A

tated earlier, thi s research wi ll tudy the PTO in regards to time and motion

with the agricu ltural producer and their interaction with the PTO shaft. There are
infinite pos ibilitie for the location of the static switch when reach ing around the
body of the shaft. Unfortunately in such a ca e, the accident occur at the rear of the
haft and the switch i located near the front, the user sti ll has the same initial
ituation from the haft being engaged when they left the eat in their cab. Therefore,
it will take more than a static witch to re olve th is problem.

POWER TAKEOFF
The PTO it elf can produce a much as 16 HP that rotates nine to sixteen
times a econd and de troy anything that gets within a certain vicinity of the haft
(Goet ch, 1996). Once again the tatement rai es the que tion a to what i the
certain vicinity or danger zone ?

ationally the PTO accounts for 4% of the death 1n

the agricu lture indu try. There are many pre ent safety devices being u ed but they
are not guaranteed to prevent death or injury. The following are some of the tips
offered by the Iowa State Exten ion for the PTO (Iowa State Extension Web, 2004):
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I . Never step over a revolving shaft, even if it i guarded.

2. Stay far enough away from a powered PTO shaft so that there i no danger of
the operator falling into it.

3. Wear comfortable, well-fitted clothes that wi ll not become entangled in the
PTO.
4. Keep shields and guards securely in place.
The second tip given by the Iowa State Extension agai n raises the question what is the

danger zone? It state that the agricultural producer should "stay far enough away
from the PTO shaft." Yet the simple que tion is what is too far, or more importantly
what is too close? Determining a safe distance that is not located in the danger zone,
will be the key to preventing injurie or deaths in the future. The synonym to the
word prevent is to avoid or avert the issue, which these other safety devices and
applications do not do at the present time. From this study, the determination will be
made to give clarity to th at dimension of PTO safety.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Power takeoff accident do not occur by them elves. They require people and
the mi take that may occur from fatigue, hazardou machinery, or mi calculation.
Thi i ue require the ob ervation of the agricultural producer in the field to acquire
the information needed to conclude if mechanical and/or human errors can be
re olved. Human and machine interaction is a very important, yet dangerou
relation hip, when they are intertwined wi th inappropriate respon e, fatigue, or
mi calculation. Efficiency and quality are important elements of time and motion,
which are nece ary to afely complete a task. By ob erving agricultural producer
and their daily interaction with the power takeoff and their tractor in Gia gow, KY;
Center, KY; and Owing vil le, KY , in ight to addres the followi ng question was
provided.
I. What i con idered a danger zone for the agricultural producer?
2. What are the hazard that are curr7ently known for the agricultural producer
when they interact with the PTO? Does he u e hazardous procedure while
working around the PTO ?
3. What method. or procedure can be u ed to fore ee that the e hazard are
averted in the future?
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METHODS
The researcher will observe a total of 30 sites, whi ch wi ll be a total of ten at each
location. T he usage of camera film and video footage, along with interviews wil l be
used to fu lfill the requirements for this re earch.
The measurement of the distance from the PTO shaft and its perimeter wi ll
need to be taken to determine the di lance required for the danger zone in regards to
the circumference of the shaft. How far can an article of clothing or any other type of
fabric be from the machine before it becomes entangled in the machine? Each
individual tractor ha different specifications, so there will be guidelines for the limits
that will be presumed.

Figure 8 below shows a PTO that is connected to a hay baler

along with the congestion from the hydraulics in the rear of the tractor.
T here wi ll be a total of fi ve different tractor used to mea ure the area in the rear of
the tractor to the driveline equipment. The researcher wil l collect measurements of
five tractors from four different manu facturer for a total of twenty tractor .

This

wil l fir t give the average area from the rear of the tractor to the equipment and allow
the determination of the final factor the danger zone.
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Figure 8. A Massey Ferguson tractor that is connected to a hay baler, the conge tion
in the rear is obvious with the hydraulic hoses that are visible.

Figures 9- 12 describe how the mea urements will be taken for each trial.

I & 2 = (Distance from the center of the PTO stub to the outer most edge of the tires.)

0

Figure 9. One and two are the distance from the center of the PTO stub to the outer
mo t edge of the ti re .
3 = ( Distance from the rear of PTO stu b to Lhe machinery)
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D

GJ

0

ATTACHED
MACHINERY

Figure 10. Three i the distance from the rear of PTO stub to the machinery, wh ich
may also be called the protection area

4 = ( Distance from the ground up to the center of the PTO Stub)

GJ
Figure 11. Four is the distance from the ground up to the center of the PTO Stub.
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'5 = ( Distance from the center of the PTO tub up to the ba e of the cab or
CAB

Figure 12. Position fi ve is the di tance from the center of the PTO stub to the ba e of
the cab.

The observation hour will also help to determine i f the producer is currently u ing
hazardous methods when working around the shaft. These methods can only be
gauged by the current recommendations that have been gi ven by the manufacturers o f
the tractors. When producers do not fol low correct procedures intentionally, they are
using an inappropriate response as discussed in Chapter T wo (see Figure 2), which
negates methods already in place. It will help the researcher to see if there is a need
for a mechanism to address any inappropriate behavior the producer may have from
laziness, fati gue, or miscalculation.
The observation hours will indeed prove if there are methods that need to be
improved by regul ations or by the pecifications that are placed on the power takeoff
haft's design. It may also imply th at producers need to take a training course before
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they can purchase a new tractor to avert accidents in the future. Although, there are
no regulations for the individual agriculrural producer, there are additi onal safety
mea ures that can be considered for machinery codes for the manufacturer.
T he producer w ill give insight that engineers cannot provide because they
work with the equipment daily and understand aspects of the machinery, which on ly a
person who use it daily can explain. 1n addition to producers' insight, there will be
other information collected from victims that were injured u ing the power takeoff
shaft or a driveline connection w ith the machinery. Their experience from the
accident, how it occurred, and how it could have been prevented wil l be very
important to this research.

1n ome ways the v ictim's anal ysis may be biased by their injury, but the facts of
what happened during the incident are the important issues to the research.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS
After observing each of the three agricu ltural producer , the researcher
observed numerous methods to perform tasks. The observations of the agricultural
producers gave i n ight to many afety precautions and hazard during the time that
they worked . Many of the e afety precautions are ba ic, but there were a few
instances of precautions that have not been previou l y mentioned. B y defi ning the

danger zone it will enable fu rther re earch to implement such devices as a cut off
switch, remote acces , and /or laser i mplementation to eliminate hazards. These
ob ervations will give the researcher the opportunity to see the dai ly routine
producer engage in when working w ith the power takeoff shaft. Rememberi ng that
each producer's interaction w ith the PTO is vital to thi research, one must al o
consider that no two producers w ill pe,form one task in the same manner.

QUESTION ONE
The first issue to consider i what i the danger zone for the agricultural
producer? The danger zone can be een in many different aspects becau e the time it
takes to reach the actual danger zone is a minimal distance. In order to increase
safety even more, greater limits were needed to en ure tandards beyond the danger

zone; therefore, the caution and defense zones were established. T hese zones lay
out ide of the danger zone. After mea uring 4 different manu facturers' tractors the
average distances in relation to the PTO shaft from po ition I , 2, 3, 4, & 5 are
located in Table 5.
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Table 5

Distances for Tractor Position.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Manufacturer

Position
I

Position
2

Position
3

Position
4

Po ition
5

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Massey-Ferguson

22.6

22.6

27.2

61.3

38.4

New Holland

23.3

22.3

31

63.5

35.2

Kubota

22.7

22.7

26

59.8

35.9

Ford

22.6

22.6

23.2

59.5

35.5

Average

22.8

22.8

26.9

61.0

36.3

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The numerical values are in inches.
These measurements are used to determine the area defined as the danger zone. The

defense zone is twice the distance from the PTO shaft as the danger zone. The
caution zone lays directly outside the tires in the rear of the tractor. So the caution
zone wou ld be similar to the protection area used in the M innesota study di cu ed in
Chapter T wo. The numerical values from Table 5 enable the researcher to account
for the average area located around the PTO in the rear of the tractor. Once thi 1s
calcu lated the restrictions can be established on how far or close i s safe for the
agricultural producer to work when the PTO i s engaged. The calcu lations were
determined by u ing the di tance from tire to tire and then that distance wa
multiplied by the depth of the tractor. The 11 .5 inches come from the standard size
of the encasing around the PTO stub .
(22.8 + 22.8

+ 11.5) * 27.0= 3477 square inches

(tire to tire) * depth
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Then change the square inches by di viding 3477 by 144 and the area i approximately
an average I 0.7 quare feet from the rear of the tractor to the driveline equipment that
is con nected to the PTO.

Figure 13 show that the distance from the PTO stub to the tire itself is very limited.
Thi s presents a nominal range to work with given the tolerances that wi ll be used to
cla sify the actual danger zane.

Figu re 13. The PTO tub in the rear of the tractor that connects to drivelines.
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The results in Table 5 allow the re earcher lo delermine the area by using the average
in relation to the circumference o f the PTO and the ma ter shield. The producer
enters the danger zone plane is breached when he walk in ide the protection area
within two and a quarter square feet of the PTO shaft. It take a momenl to walk this
di tance from the either tractor tire to the PTO shaft. It presents a difficu lt timing
issue wh ile sen or and computer programs will aid to di engage the equipment as
qui ckly as po sible. From the danger zone that was found through th is research, it
wa very importanl to al o estab li h the additional zones. If these zones were not
included in the research, the danger zone leaves room for infinile possibilitie when
en uring safety alone without the defense and caution zones.

Figure 14. John Deere lraclor connected to a bu h hog that ha
over the PTO at bu h hog' s side of the attachment.
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In Figure 14 the PTO is connected to a John D eere bush hog. The picture how that
the rear of the tractor is a cluttered area and difficult for the producer to enter the

danger zone. Unfortunately, the producer wou ld be in more danger, because this
machine is higher than the average machine seen in T able 5, the average of po ition
four. The producer in thi ca e would more likely have a chance to get hung up on
the PTO. By initially wanting to introduce the danger zone as the area to protect the
producer from, the re earcher di covered that the defense and caution zones were also
needed to ensure the producers safety.

Q UESTION TWO
What are the hazards that are cu rrentl y known for the agricultural producer
when they interact w ith the PTO? D oe the producer use hazardous procedures when
working around the PTO?
There were many tip pre ented earlier to assist w ith inj ury preventi on, which are
curren tly known for the agricul tural producer.

I . Never tep over a revolv ing shaft, even if i t is guarded.

2. Stay far enough away from a powered PTO shaft so that there is no danger
of the operator falling into it.

3. W ear comfortable, well-fitted clothes that w ill not become entangled in
the PTO.
4. Keep shields and guards securely in place.
The e tips are u ed to prevent death and not so much as considered hazards. In the
agricultural world the tips that are typical l y given are to preven t l i fe-threatening
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accidents. The re ult of th is tudy indicate that looking at the result of walking,
fallin g, or stepping over the PTO wi ll cau e death in one out of four ca e . Other
ca es resulted in lo sofa limb, which mo t of the producers felt was life altering.
The producers that were ob erved during thi s tudy howed implications of
bad habits and introduced the researcher to new aspects of the study that are very
important to thi re earch . While ob erving a producer bush hogging in Southwestern
Kentucky an additional passenger rode along in the tractor with the producer without
an additional seat being located in the tractor. The pa enger at on the left railing of
the tractor. A lthough thi hazard doe not have a direct variance to the PTO it is not a
good method to practice. The producer has a John Deere 936 bush hog, (Figure 15),
and when examining the rear shield it did not turn independently of the power takeoff
shaft as it should.

Figure 15. The John Deere 936 Bu ·h hog has additional PTO-like driveline in the
rear of the machine. It presents an additional afety problem, because it i at eye level
and expo ed.

Producers in thi re earcher's ob ervations made numerous illegal procedures that
could cause injury to them or another operator. In one in stance, a producer used the
grinder mixer w ith debri on the ground as he stepped over the shaft. The PTO was
not functioning at that time, but it is a carele s habit to pick up when working around
thi s equipment. This producer has harm ful methods that he practices, but he states he
subconsciously does tasks without regards to the danger.
At another si te in Southea tern Kentucky, the producer was setting tobacco
and baling hay. While observing this process, the producer stepped off the tractor
while it was still functioning to go behind the tractor and examine. The tractor was
parked and running and could have kicked out o f gear by ome misfortune. On
another day, the producer had planned to bale hay, but the discs he ordered from the
shop did not arrive a

cheduled. So the producer decided to create his own discs in

his barn . He cut holes out o f plastics buckets to substitute for the discs on the hay
baler. The pl a tic buckets are not the proper materi al or exact size for the actual
discs, but they performed the ta k. As the researcher stated earlier, sometimes
agricultural producers create safety problem for them el ve w hen they are on a tight
chedule.
On location in Central Kentucky, the producer u pended a bush hog by
wrapping a log chain around the hitch and the lift arm in order to rai e the bu h hog
up with the lift arm of the tractor. The producer should have scotched the tire w ith
concrete blocks and cribbed the bush hog so that it wa completely secure. Chains
are strong; however, the situation is not safe w ith a bu h hog suspended in the air
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with only a chain upporting it. The ituation wa un afe a· two individual worked
underneath the bu h hog, which never wa
as it could have been. These instance

ecurely locked into a stationary pos ition,

how how producer work ha tily at time. .

Although the e in lance are not directly in vo lved with the PTO, they definitely how
how producer will do whatever it take to get the task done to tay on chedule. Jt
open many que lion about safety and their logic behind the decision they make.
When determining the mechanic of the PTO and any other part of the tractor, limit
are et for the engineer when it come to the afety of the operator.

QUESTION THREE
The third que tion, what method or procedure can be u ed to fore ee that
the e hazard are averted in the future? A

tated previou ly, the producer move into

the danger zone within second when they are working around the tractor. Since the

danger zone i a very mall area, the en or should be placed at a four quare foot
perimeter around the PTO shaft mounted on the back of the tractor. The re earcher
would like to in tall a microproce . or (MPU) with a program to have an emergency
alert y tern (EAS) and a hutdown mode to turn off the power takeoff haft. The
program would have to include a pre ure en or on the PTO for when there i an
additional forty pound placed on the rotary shaft. The program wou ld enable the
haft to come to a complete top in five to even second . The is ue ari e that the
PTO cannot come to a udden top, becau e the pre ure on the joint of the
machinery or the individual would cau ere ult detrimental result . The en or cou ld
be placed around the haft at a four foot quare area, which wou ld make the radiu
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protruding from the shaft one and one-eighth of a foot. Although numerous other
conceptions such a a tatic switch could be made available, this item wou ld prevent
the prod ucer more so from doing his work than saving his life. On the other hand a
belt remote could aid in correlation wi th the MPU for additional provi ion for the
producer's added safety. When it comes to the dri veline ide of the PTO shaft, a lock
out method wou ld prove to be a major aid in preventing accidents, but further
re earch would have to be done to completely address that issue. The most important
i sue is the producer need to be educated more about the dangers of the PTO, rather
than trying to fix the problem. Although, the mechanic on the tractor can use
improvement for safety, it takes the producer's willingness to use the machinery as it
wa intended to be u e.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCER CONSULTATION
The four interviews that were performed th roughout this research provided
information in regards to the inappropriate response from the producers in all four
ca e that were known. The in formation in this section was ascertained directly from
agriculture producers or from a secondary witness during interv iews about the
inappropriate respon e.
Ca e 1-Glasgow, KY
A prod ucer tradd led over the power takeoff shaft to reach for a part and it
stripped all of hi s clothes from his body. Fortunately, the producer wa able to grab
onto the fenders of the tractor to prevent being pulled in by the shaft. This al l
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occurred while the producer's son ran from the back of the tractor to the cab to
di engage the shaft. Fortunately enough for him his clothes being stripped from his
body prevented his death. T he producer did not sustain injuries in thi case, but the
lo s of his clothing.

Case 2-Lebanon, TN
The producer in this case worked on his neighbor's bu h hog to fix the blades
that needed to be replaced. The bush hog, which has ten foot rhine blades located
underneath the machine, was j acked up in the air. T he producer was working
underneath the equ ipment and his neighbor hit the starter for the PTO. The producer
intended for the tractor to bump into gear, which would tum the blade a little bit and
he cou ld see if it was functioni ng properly. The PTO wa completel y engaged and
turned the blade on the bush hog nine to twelve times. In this period of time the
bl ades hit the producer seven time before he was knocked unconscious. The
producer happened to look back to see w hat his neighbor was doing, which prevented
his head from being decapitated.
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Figure 16. A picture of the producer' s lashed face by the blades of the bush hog
when they cut.

From thi s incident the producer sustain many debili tati ng inj uries. Before the
incident the producer weighed 2 18 lbs and during the state of his recovery in a pan
of three months hi weight dropped down to 150 I b . The accident severed the
producer's left arm and pulled the skin co mpletely off the left side of his face, see in
Figure 16. A s a re ult of this accident the producer has sixteen bolts in his arm, seen
in Figure 17, and has a scar on hi skull one inch deep and ix inches in length .
During reconstruction surgery the doctors placed hi s face back on with the tear and
saliva duct backward, so when he eat he cries. The evidence that miscalculation
and disregard for afety is obviou , not excluding that the hospital bi ll wa $28,000
and a lawsuit to his neighbor' s insurance for reimbursement to the producer'
insurance company.
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Ca e 3-Center, KY
In this case study, the producer did not di engage the power takeoff shaft
when he went to see w hy the corn picker had stall ed. The operator inadvertently
placed his hand in the grinder to remove the ear of corn and his hand was caught in
the machine. The operator attempted lo reach for the knife in hi pocket to cut off his
hand, bul he dropped it on the ground. So the producer decided i f he wanted to keep
his arm to snatch his hand out of the machinery. The injuries su tained by the
producer in this incident include the loss of all his fingers, except his thumb. The
most important is ue for thi man is that he can no longer pl ay the fiddle or the piano,
which he once enjoyed.

Figure 17. The producer ' s arm reco nstructed by surgery after the blades of the bu h
hog had severed hi s arm. The scars can clearly be een on hi shoulder and arm.
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Once the producer was able he had his left hand recon tructed by surgery see Figure
18. The total cost from the helicopter ride, which was $9,000. This co t did not
include the producer being wheeled from the helicopter to the front door o f the
hospital , or the hospital procedures. The producer stated that he had no idea as to
what made him pl ace his hand in the machine, just that he wa

imply careles . This

statement continues to be the same conclusion made by the other producers in these
cases.

Figure 18. The producer displays his reconstructed hand after it had become
entangled in the corn picker.
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Case 4-Center, KY
A s in the other three cases, the producers managed to find a way of escape.
Unfortunately for this producer his pant gol entangled in the power takeoff shaft as
he stepped over it. The operator decided to take a shortcut in order to make an
adjustment to the machinery. The operator made that decision, which resulted as a
fataJ mistake on his part. Once the producer'. pants were entangled in the shaft, it
began to grasp him into the power of PTO. B y the time the producer wa found a
hole had formed below the driveline from the producer's body continuou ly spinning
on the equ ipment after the entanglement occurred.
The producers' thoughts as to how these incidents could have been prevented
in each scenario are as follows. In case number one, the producer said he was
fortunate enough that his grip to the rear of the tractor was enough to keep him from
being pulled into the shaft. Although he knew iL was a hazard to step over the haft,
he was working ha til y and it did not cro

his mind as one.

In case number two, Lhe victim tated that there should be a brake on the
machine to prevent the machine, which is connected to the driveline, from engaging
until the brake is no longer in the lock position. There i such a lock mechanism
located on a Hesston hay baler, but once the PTO is engaged, i t cannot with tand the
force to prevent the machine from engaging. So in order to stop the PTO it would
cause the connected machinery to be destroyed in ome manner instead of preventing
it from functioning. The lock i used in case the producer want to work on the
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machine without it bei ng connected to the PTO dri veli ne. He also stated that it was
more of a danger working on a machine w ith someone el e in his case.
In case number three, the producer made it clear that he made an error on his
part and he didn't know w hat he was thi nking when he reached into the com picker.
He did not have any solutions as to what could be done to prevent accidents such as
his in the future.
In case number four, the producer should not have stepped over the PTO shaft
while it was engaged, which caused his death .
These are just a few incidents that have occurred, but they all prove one
important fact a related to in some of the questions that were raised. The producer
needs to become more aware of the danger he i s in when working with the PTO.
Although the shaft could use more guards or shields to prevent limb injuries to the
producer, it is neces ary for the producer to become more safety minded to prevent
the injuries seen in the p rev ious cases.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
This research thus far ha di cus ed the is ue of how to prevent PTO shaft
injuries and establi sh known and new hazards that are attributed to this machine. The
tudy was ba ed upon the three following questions.

l. What is considered a danger zone for the agricultural producer?
2. What are the hazards that are currenll y known for the agricultural
producer w hen they interact with the PTO? Do they use hazardous
procedures when working around the PTO?
3. What methods or procedures can be used to foresee that these hazards are
averted in the future?

RESEARCH QUESTION ONE
The first question was required to determine a limited area to detain the
producer from entering when working with the PTO. In determining the danger zone
the re ults from measurements were u ed to establi sh a perimeter around the PTO
shaft that the producer would be alarmed of if and when the plane was broken. The
plane was given at one and one-eighth foot rad iu s of the haft. The plane numerical
value is minute when it comes to the power and speed of the PTO. The same
question also introduced two new zones: defense and caution zone. The e zones
were created to set staggered alarms to alert the producer before reaching the danger

zone.
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RESEARCH QUESTION TWO
The second que tion was used to determine the human aspect of danger that
the producer create when he interact with the PTO without mechanical safety
in vol ved. From the cases discussed earlier the researcher di covered numerous peril s
producers create everyday by the method they used w hen performing tasks. The
methods the producers exercised displ ay how they create hazardous procedures dai ly.
The consequence that await producers are indefinite when they use method that are
not practical. It hould be a sumed that when improper methods are used, there
hould be anticipation for an accident to occur. In any ca e, when producers
repeatedly perform methods that are improper, accompli hing the task does not make
the method correct. It i the same a a per on telling the judge th at people stealing
from them makes it okay for that person to teal from omeone else.

RECOMMENDATIONS /RESEARCH QUESTION THREE
The final questi on addressed how to produce new methods or procedure that
were used by producers to thwart hazardous methods prev iously used. The most
insightful answer i to provide producer with their refun d or yearl y check when they
attend and annual safety seminar. In this program as w ith M other's A gainst Drunk
Driver's or MADD and other programs, that would warn producers by firsthand
accounts o f accidents from their peer . T he education level can go to a new afety
tandard when victims and not just a person w ith simpl e words, gi ve the afety
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eminar. By mandating these regulations to producers it wil l set a pace to increa e
k nowledge drastical ly and reduce injurie and fatali ties.
In the future a more extensive Human Error Analysi (HEA) would be a very
beneficial study. Mo t of the producers that were interviewed or observed
commented that at times they simply became careles w hen work ing with the
machinery. There were over a I 00 hours of observation done in this research, the
producers did not display a lot of bad habits. The fact that a lot of bad habits were not
displayed made it difficult for the researcher. When producers know they are being
watched for so called improper methods, they are more tentative to the ta ks they are
pe1forming when they are working.
As stated earlier, whether accident occur from fatigue or a miscalculation by
the producer, cience already has its l imits to correct mechanical error, but human
error is a much broader issue to addre s. The problems that occu r with producers
from the stresses of working in th is occupation create unpredictable incidents that
deal w ith issue like weather, wh ich restrain the producer from completing or
performing thei r duties as normal. Additional observational stud ies should occur so
that patterns or can be established to address root issues. I t would then al low
re earchers to determine a fau lt tree analysis to eliminate the outside in fluences that
preoccupy the producer' time and mind.
From another aspect, as much as engineer would like to fix the mechanical
errors, there i a point were the producer must become accountable for their part with
machine interaction. The mechanic of the tractor is a superb design with the guards
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and shields that are in place. It has pictori al diagrams to warn the producer about the
dangers of extremities on the machine. Since there are few guidelines for agricultural
producers when it comes to their procedures, il may be a slow process to pl ace
additional standard for the aspect of afel y. The corporate farms may continue to
grow, but if they see the cost of additional safety placing a dent in their pocket, other
mea ures may be taken on their part to save money. lmprov ing safety standards
would benefit the industry by creating more structure, but it could be a detriment to
the economy as a who le.
Additional re earch is required to study the attached drivel ine machinery,
because the PTO causes most of its injuries through the attachments and not just the
shaft it elf. A shear brake method could be applied to the PTO, which would halt the
shaft, but would not disrupt the motion in the engine. This would prevent any harm
to the machinery and terminate the shaft's motion more abruptl y. A simple brake or
lock on the machine would cause the gears in the attachment to grind and eventual ly
break. On the other hand, the implementation of a lock device on the dri veline
machinery could prevent accidents from the machinery, uch as in the detrimental
accident that occurred with the producer from Center, KY. The PTO propel this
machinery, but there is a need for ome kind of mechanical means to prevent injuries
from the machinery. The research in this study covered the PTO shaft, w hich did not
include any exten i ve tudy of its dri veline-powered machines. It wil l be very
important to the agricul tural industry to continue to improve the safety of tractor
because it is the leading cause of death and will remain to be so in the future. In a
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sense, the perfect so lution for producers is to continue to be educated about the
dangers o f working with the PTO. The industry wi ll continue to innovate new
machinery, but mechanical devices w i ll never completel y ol ve the issue.
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Appendix A-Tables of Agri culture Injuries
Table I . Fatal farm injuries to persons le s than 20 year of age,
by cause and state, 1982- 1996

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------State

Machinery

Drowning

Firearms

AU other

Total

Alabama

6

5

7

7

25

Alaska

0

0

0

0

0

5

13

Arizona

6

Arkansas

13

20

4

15

52

California

16

6

2

18

42

Colorado

11

8

3

20

42

Connecticut

0

0

0

0

0

Delaware

0

0

0

DC

0

0

0

3

3

Florida

12

2

2

9

25

Georgia

19

31

10

17

77

Hawaii

0

0

0

Idaho

22

II

4

7

44

lllinois

27

16

2

30

75

Indiana

34

17

11

16

78

Iowa

50

15

14

28

107

Kansas

20

15

5

10

50

Kentucky

34

22

11

17

84

Louisiana

13

7

4

25

59

Maine

3

3

0

3

9

Maryland

2

2

0

4

8

Massachusetts

0

0

0

3

3

Michigan

34

7

9

23

73

MinnesoLa

37

6

9

25

77

Mississippi

6

49

9

8

72

Missouri

29

39

14

24

106

Montana

5

7

3

12

27

Nebraska

15

2

3

17

37

Nevada

0

3

New Hampshire

0

0

0

0

0

New Jersey

0

0

0

6

6

New Mexico

3

2

3

3

II

New York

20

5

2

12

39

North Carolina

24

36

8

23

91

North Dakota

6

5

2

6

19

Ohio

17

17

8

17

59

Oklahoma

15

32

4

15

66

Oregon

15

10

4

9

38

Pennsylvania

47

20

5

37

109

Rhode Island

0

0

0

South Carolina

5

26

4

2

37

South Dakota

25

10

6

17

58

Tennessee

12

17

6

6

41

5

60

Texas

44

73

38

49

204

Ulah

7

4

0

11

22

Vermonl

6

0

5

12

Virginia

15

10

5

4

34

Washinglon

15

4

0

5

24

West Virginia

11

4

3

0

18

Wisconsin

71

5

8

21

105

Wyomi ng

6

3

6

4

19

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2. Cau e. of fatal farm injurie to persons le
United State , 1982- 1996

than 20 years,

Cause of Death

Number

Percent

Machinery (E9 I 9)

773

35.6

Drowning (E9 10)

585

26.9

Firearms (E922)

237

10.9

Struck by or against/caught in or between object (E9 16-E9l8)

109

5.0

Mechanical suffocation (E911-E9 I 3)

107

4.9

Injury caused by animal (E905-E906)

82

3.7

Electric current (E925)

78

3.6

Fall (E880-E888)

69

3.2

Nature/environment (E900-E904, E907-E909)

43

2.0

Accidental poisoning (E850-E869)

23

I. I

Fire & flame (E890-E899)

22

1.0

All other cau es (E920, E92 1, E923, E924, E928)

46

2. 1

All cause of death (E850-E869 and E880-E928)

2 174

100.0
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Appendix 8-Agricultural Equipment and Surgery Picture
Com picker
The pictu re display the front view of a com
picker in which the producer interviewed in ca e
three, lost hi hand. It wa a rather old piece of
machinery that hould have been replaced year
earl ier.
Ford tractor
Thi i the rear of an old Ford
tractor that is no longer made ince
New Hol land and Ford merged.
Equipment aged such a thi tractor
are involved in a lot of accidents
becau e of improper maintenance.
Corn picker
Thi is the rear of the corn picker
that a producer lo t hi hand in. H e
is showing the researcher what he
was doing when he got hung in the
equipment in 1990.
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Thi is the producer from interview two that was
injured from the blade on the bush hog. It wa on
the left ide of hi face a can be seen in thi picture.
Previous picture taken in mirror appear a though
the injury was on the right ide of his face.

After urgery
Thi i producer from interview two after hi
plastic surgery to replace hi s face back from the
accident. It wa done at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center in Tenne see. Hi tear duct and
aliva ducts were urgically placed backward on
accident.
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Shoulder
The shoulder that was evered from the the
accident.

Arm after surgery
This is producer's arm with pins
after it wa partially severed from
the incident with the bush hog he
wa repairing.
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Append ix C-Questionnaire
Date _ _

Site (Hrs.)._ _ _ _ ___.__,_

Name_ _ __

_

Age _ __

Year Farming _ _ _ __
I. What area is the danger zone when interacting with the PTO?
2. How does the agricultural producer place them elve in hazardou conditions
when working with the PTO? Most hazardou conditions arose when
producer u e hortcut when performing tasks.
3. In what instance does the agricultural producer get off the tractor and leave
the power take off shaft engaged? A majority of the time stated by producer ,
occurred when hitching or moving a piece of equipment out the pathway.
4. l s there a point where fatigue, overload, or tre
ets in? The producers
stated thi occurred from long hour , economy (cattle), weather conditions
(time), and machine breakdown .
5. What are hazards that are currently known for the agricultural producer when
they interact with the PTO? There are more high ri k methods than hazards,
which are created by the producers when they are working.
6. Doe the producer use hazardous procedures when working around the PTO?
They tep over the haft or debris from grain feeder covering ground area
near PTO.
7. What can be done to fore ee that these hazard are averted in the future? SEE
RECOMMEND A TIONS
8. How can we really simplify afety featu re to protect the agricultural producer
not on ly from the tractor, but from him or herself? SEE
RECOMMEDATIONS
Once the e que tions are an wered with the propo ed change in equipment or
procedure to reduce or eliminate hazard when u ing thi application wi ll en ure
improvement in PTO safety.
COMMENTS:
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Appendix D-Solicitation Letter

To Whom It May Concern:

l am a graduate of Morehead State working on my the i for my Master's
Degree in regard to afety/hazards with the power takeoff shaft. If po ible, I would
like to interview indi viduals that had injuries or accident in regards to thi piece of
equipment. (Of cour e only if they are wi lling to be interviewed.) Also, some
observation hour are needed that would help answer re earch questions, a well as,
raise some more that have not been brought to my attention.
M y background is not in agriculture, I am a M SIT or industrial technology
tudent, which work more with electronics, but parts of lhi project deal with
agriculture. So I am not very inept with agricultural term or machinery by any
mean . Anything that you could do to as i t would be greatly appreciated.

Ob ervations hour wou ld consist of myself observ ing producers performing tasks
that deal with the power takeoff haft.
Re pectfull y your ,

aomi Bron on
783-2 126 office
776-7755 eel I
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Appendix E-Tractor M odels & M easurement

TYPE

I A 1 I A2 I A3 I A4 I A5 I

Kubota 1
Kubota 2
Kubota 3
Kubota 4
Kubota 5
Average

22.3
22.0
21.3
23.5
24.3
22.7

22.3
22.0
21.3
23.5
24.3
22.7

29.0
26.8
25.0
26.3
23.0
26.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

34.8
37.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
35.9

TYPE

81

82

83

84

85

TYPE

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

24.0

24.0

30.8

0.0

40.0

New Holland 1

25.0

25.0

30.8

63.5

39.0

21.5

21.5

26.8

0.0

33.3

New Holland 2

24.3

24.3

29.3

0.0

36.0

22.3

22.3

24.8

0.0

39.8

New Holland 3

23.5

23.5

29.5

0.0

32.5

22.8

22.8

23.8

0.0

NA

New Holland 4

21 .3

21.3

36.5

0.0

33.8

22.3
22.6

22.3
22.6

29.8
27.2

0.0
0.0

40.8
38.4

New Holland 5
Averaqe

22.3
23.3

22.3
23.3

28.8
31.0

0.0
63.5

34.5
35.2

D1
22.3
23.0
22.0
22.8
23.0

D2
22.3
23.0
22.0
22.8
23.0

D3
26.3
25.0
18.3
25.0
21.3

D4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

D5
0.0
0.0
0.0
35.5
0.0

22.6

22.6

23.2

0.0

35.5

Massey-Ferguson
1
Massey-Ferguson
2
Massey-Ferguson
3
Massey-Ferguson
4
Massey-Ferguson
5
Average

TYPE
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford
Ford

1
2
3
4
5

Averaqe
POSITIONS
1 -PTO to left tire
2 -PTO to riqht tire
3 -PTO to the gnd
4 -PTO depth trac
5 -PTO to cab

The measurements are in. The averages for
each type are located in. A, 8 , C, D, E are the
separate trials and the number following
represents the positions.
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BRAND
MF1
MF2
MF3
MF4
MF5

SERIES
6475
5445
491
471
5460

BRAND
NH 1
NH 2
NH 3
NH 4
NH 5

SERIES
TS115A
TS1000A
TL90
TN75DA
TL100

BRAND
FD 1
FD 2
FD3

SERIES
5610
6640
5000

BRAND
KB 1
KB 2
KB 3

SERIES
M9000
M8200
M5700
M7030

FD4
FD5

5610 II
4630

KB4
KB5

SU

MANUFACTURERS
MF-Massey Ferguson
NH-New Holland
FD-Ford
JD-John Deere
KB-Kubota

The measurements for the
master shield are universal at
11 .5 and 8.75 inches
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